The number of participants is limited. It’s necessary to book early. Hotel-rooms 26.3.—28.3.2010, no smoker, breakfast included.

Hotel „Goldener Engel“ is placed at the marketplace in the middle of the historic centre in Heppenheim: www.goldener-engel-heppenheim.de

„Bruchsee Hotel“ is placed in the south-western area from Heppenheim at a small lake. www.bruchsee.de/bruchsee/hotel/

For booking the hotel-rooms and the conference, please send a mail to weinbau.antes@t-online.de

Conference Room in Wicom-Forum

We suggest to combine Your visit here in Germany with a trip to Intervitis in Stuttgart on 25. or 26.3.: www.Intervitis-Interfructa.de

Organisation:
ANTES Weinbau Service GmbH
Königsberger Strasse 4 a
D 64646 Heppenheim
Phone: +49 (0)6252 77101
Fax: +49 (0)6252 787326
weinbau.antes@t-online.de
www.traubenshow.de
Special Invitation

Cool Climate
Customers Conference
27.3. — 28.3.2010
in Heppenheim

Rebenveredlung Antes
Erlebnispfad Wein und Stein
(Adventure path "Wine and Stone")

Wicom Forum
Bergsträßer Winzer e.G.
(Cooperative wine growers association)

Dear Friends and Customers

We are glad to announce this special meeting of our customers and vinegrowers from cool climate regions and we would appreciate your participation.

Reinhard and Helmut Antes

Friday 26.3.2010 evening
Arrival to local in Hotels in Heppenheim and a first chance to meet and greet in restaurants in the historical town-centre of Heppenheim

Saturday 27.3.2010

8:00 Rebenveredlung Antes: Registration
8:30 Opening
8:45 Visitation of the production facilities.
9:30 Walk on the scenic „Adventure Path Wine and Stone“ www.weinundstein.net

Themes: Climate Change, new varieties, old varieties, terroir, winegrowing at Hessische Bergstrasse.

A small lunch and wine tasting will be provided during the tour (Please prepare for adverse weather!)

12:00 Rebenveredlung Antes: Visit of sales room and cooling storage facilities.
13:00 Bus transfer to the Conference room in Wicom Forum.
13:30 Opening adress, words of greeting
13:45 Presentations (ca. 10 min) of the participants and their projects

Siem Loos, Netherlands (10 min)
Jens Madsen, Danmark (10 min)
Knut Helge Thompsen, Norway (10 min)
Girts Mikelsons, Latvia (10 min)
Andrius Diliautas, Lithuania (10 min)
Ari Markkula, Finland (10 min)
Inna Pytel, Ukraine (20 min)
Wojtek Bosak, Poland (30 min)

15:45 Dipl. Ing. H.P. Pfeifer -viticulturist- Harrow, ON, Canada
www.ontariograpes.com
„25 years experience in cool climate viticulture in Canada. From small beginnings to a sustainable grapevine region“

Winterfrost-protection, variety-trials and evaluations

16:45 Dipl. Ing. Agr. Uwe Zeihser, University Cottbus, Germany: The "Vattenfall-project Wolkenberg"

17:00 Report: current vineyard projects and new varieties
18:00 Discussion
19:00 Dinner in Wicom Forum
20:00 Official winetasting of local wines from Hessische Bergstrasse

Chance to try some of the new disease-tolerant varieties and specialty vines from other countries

Discussion, exchange of ideas, networking, etc. with open End..

Sunday 28.3.2010

9:30 Visiting the production cellar at the Bergsträßer Winzer eG.

11:30 Visit of the Mohr Winery in Bensheim and a small winetasting. (3 wines)
12:00 Lunch at Mohr Winery.

End